Traxx is an innovative wall system that transforms architectural elements into useful square footage. Its simple and intuitive design allows you to easily incorporate panels, functional tiles, worksurfaces, and storage to any space. By mounting this sturdy rail system directly to building walls, each space can effortlessly be customized to meet your needs.

Also shown:
Stool: Bingo / Storage: Footprint
Traxx maximizes floor space by optimizing wall space. Its key element, a simple rail, can be mounted directly to existing building structure—studs, blocks, or solid masonry—without additional blocking. Apply Traxx to columns or other building obstructions. By scribing worksurfaces or adding filler pieces, you can turn any architectural obstacle into a useful element.

**STATEMENT OF LINE**

This is an abbreviated version. For more details, please refer to our website at kimball.com.

- Traxx
- Fabric Tiles
- Slat Tiles
- Slat and Fabric Tiles
- Marker Board Tiles

**FEATURES & OPTIONS**

- Maximizes footprint of space by adding panel functionality to walls
- Can be easily placed and modified to meet architectural obstructions (columns, window frames, etc.)
- 100% off-modularity allows free placement of worksurfaces and storage to personalize individual space
- Provides easy access, wall-based power/data
- Position your tools where you need them to support your workstyle
- Private office, teaming, and conference rooms become fully interactive and functional spaces
- Multiple presentation tools are fully movable and slide on Traxx over tackable tiles, marker boards, and slat tiles
- Traxx integrates with: Footprint, Definition, Priority, and Transced, as well as Narrate, Xsite, Cetra, and Interworks EQ

**DETAILS**

**APPLY ANYWHERE**

Because Traxx can be field scribed, architectural obstacles can easily transform into usable features, allowing easy access to building utilities.

**ENERGIZE YOUR WALLS**

Bring functionality to Traxx with practical tiles such as tackable fabric, slat, or marker board. Add various accessories and tools to increase efficiency.

**ARRANGE FREELY**

Traxx allows you to place storage, worksurfaces, panels, tiles, and tools where you need them. Change the function of the space by simply rearranging the components.